BIGETTI® PedElec System
As we become ever more aware of the impact of our lifestyle decisions, we find ourselves looking
for alternatives—ways to save energy, to save money, and to save the planet. With this in mind,
Millennium Group has proudly developed the Bigetti® line of electric bicycles, which offers a
revolutionary alternative to the traditional, urban commute. Bigetti® bicycles couple clean electric
energy with good old-fashioned pedal power to produce the simplest, most cost-effective hybrid
vehicles imaginable.
The patent-pending, Bigetti® PedElec system utilizes a compact, mid-motor design to create a
unique advantage: Where most electrical bikes rely on a single-speed hub motor, Bigetti® bikes
employ a multi-speed transmission, which yields more power when you need it and more speed
when you want it. It all adds up to a unique commuting experience—getting where you want to go
quickly, easily, and for less expense than you thought possible!

Bigetti® Coaxial Motor
Our patent-pending Coaxial Power Driving system is an efficient control module which combines with
motor, gear, control system and the torque sensors. It is compact, quite, light weight and easy to be
installed. Without any manual operation, the complete intelligent control system can automatically
adjust the ratio of output power in real time on the basis of pavement condition and the speed to
achieve the ideal blend of power output.
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BIGETTI® PedElec System

Advantage of using our motor system:
1. In-Frame Design - well coordinated with the contour of any bike, offer flexible and clean look.
2. Mid-Motor Power - Empolys multi-speed transmission for more torque and speed.
3. Patented Torque Sensor - allows easy and optimized output control with natural pedaling.
4. All-in-one solution - With everything you need in only a limited size of room. See our design.
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